Optical analysis of polycrystalline semiconductors and transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) used in thin film photovoltaics is a considerable challenge due to surface roughness and nonuniformities that may exist over many orders of magnitude in the in-plane scale L, from tenths of nanometers to hundreds of microns. Here we describe the new optical technique of multichannel Mueller matrix ellipsometry, that enables one to extract the dielectric function (EI, 82) of such a film, as well as the time evolution of surface roughness layer thicknesses on (i) microscopic (L « X, where X is the probe wavelength), (ii) macroscopic (L ~ X), and (iii) "geometric optical" (L » X) scales, in an analysis of data collected during deposition or processing. We present as an example, analysis results from spectra collected during chemical etching of the TCO zinc oxide that leads to detectable surface roughness on all three scales. The optical results are in good agreement with direct measurements by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and profilometry.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Polycrystalline semiconductors used in photovoltaics, including the II-VI's and chalcopyrites, as well as transparent conducting oxides, often develop extensive roughness during preparation and processing, making it difficult to interpret quantitatively optical measurements performed in specular reflection. The recently-developed techniques of real time spectroscopic ellipsometry based on Stokes vector measurement of the reflected light [1] or Mueller matrix measurement of the reflecting surface [2] show promise for extracting surface roughness thicknesses over a wide range of in-plane scales and, thus, for solving the full optical problem simultaneously.
A measure of the thickness of the microscopic roughness, i.e., having in-plane scales L« X, where X is the probe wavelength (or L < 50 nm), can be obtained along with bulk layer optical properties by fitting ellipsometric spectra (\|/, A) over-determined from the Mueller matrix. Fitting in this case applies an approach based on specular reflection from a multilayer structure that includes effective medium layers to simulate microscopic surface and interface roughness.
A measure of the thickness of the macroscopic surface roughness, i.e., having in-plane scales L on the order of X (or 0.05 < L < 5 jam) can be determined using a scalar scattering theory by fitting the measured unpolarized reflectance spectrum R, deduced from the (1,1) Mueller matrix element. In this fitting, the outcome of the analysis of the (y, A) spectra is also required.
Roughness on the geometric optical scale (L > 5 um) can be extracted in an analysis of the weak deviations from unity in a consistency parameter D p that employs all Mueller matrix elements to describe the effects of depolarization. Depolarization is generated by regions of different thickness separated by a distance greater than the lateral coherence length of the probe.
This overall methodology is applied to extract the optical properties (81, 82) of a ZnO film along with the evolution of the surface roughness amplitudes on the three scales from spectra collected in real time during etching by HCI/H2O. The resulting best fits to the spectra in {(1//, A), R, D p } are excellent, and correlations with direct probes support the overall approach.
Xslight ^S* ^' Schematic of the experimental configurationfor real time measurement of the ZnO.Al film etching process by multichannel Mueller matrix ellipsometry.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The sample studied here is RF magnetron sputtered ZnO:Al prepared at the Institute of Photovoltaics (IPV), Julich, Germany, on 1.1 mm thick 1737-F Corning glass [3] . A sputtering target of ZnO with 0.8 at.% A1 2 O 3 is used. The standard ZnO thickness is -8000 A, typically the starting point for chemical etching. Spectra (1.8 to 4.5 eV) in the 16 elements of the 4x4 Mueller matrix are determined using a dual rotating-compensator multichannel ellipsometer [2] . (See Fig.  1 .) The measurement was performed in real time with the ZnO:Al sample immersed in HC1 diluted in H2O to 22 ppm. Mueller matrix spectra were recorded in real time every 12 s during etching. These spectra were obtained as averages over 48 consecutive 0.25 s cycles of the dual compensator system; the compensator just before the sample rotates at 001/271 -10 Hz and that just after the sample rotates synchronously at (3/5)(COI/2TC). Total measurement time was 32 min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 4x4 Mueller matrix M provides a complete description of the polarization modifying properties of a reflecting or transmitting sample [4] . Mueller matrices act in conjunction with 4x1 Stokes vectors, the latter providing a complete description of the polarization state of a light beam, including (i) the irradiance, (ii) the tilt and (iii) the ellipticity angles of the polarization ellipse, and (iv) the degree of polarization. The Mueller matrix premultiplies an incoming beam Stokes vector to predict the outgoing beam Stokes vector. In the following sub-sections, we describe how the Mueller matrix elements A/ij provide information on microscopic, macroscopic, and geometrical optic scale roughness. In the final sub-section, we briefly compare opticallydetermined roughness and rms values from atomic force microscopy and profilometry.
Optical properties and microscopic roughness
The complex amplitude reflection ratio in the co-polarized optical configuration [(p-»p): (s-»s)] for a general anisotropic sample is given by [4] :
Here r pp and r ss are the complex amplitude reflection coefficients of the full sample structure, defined in terms of the optical fields E by ry = [(E T y(Ei)j] 1(^=0. The inner subscripts refer to the reflected (r) and incident (i) beams and the outer subscripts (j, k) denote (p, s) or (s, p) directions. The normalized Mueller matrix elements rmj = M^/Mu deduced in the measurement of Fig. 1 [5] . Thus, for a sample that randomly depolarizes a fraction of the incident irradiance, D p describes this fraction; 0 < D p «l for very weak depolarization. When pseudo-depolarization occurs, as with geometric optical scale roughness, D p conveys no direct physical meaning. The advantage of the generalized Mueller matrix approach over conventional ellipsometry is that any optical anisotropies or random depolarization are automatically taken into account in the determination of (\|/ pp , A pp ). The over-simplification of this approach is that the effects of pseudo-depolarization are neglected. Once the real time (\|/ pp , A pp ) spectra are established from wij, analysis proceeds in the same way as for conventional real time spectroscopic ellipsometry [4] . For the specific problem of ZnO etching, this involves application of a two-layer model for the sample, consisting of: ambient/(ZnO microscopic roughness layer)/(ZnO bulk layer)/(glass substrate). In this analysis, the dielectric function (ei, 82) of the ZnO bulk layer is extracted with highest accuracy using the data collected when D p is smallest, i.e., for the sample in air prior to etching in the liquid cell. In fact, (81, 82) is determined by exact inversion of (\|/ pp , A pp ), using correct values of the ZnO bulk and microscopic surface roughness layer thicknesses, which are determined as those that prevent coupling of interference artifacts from (\|/ pp , A pp ) into (ei, 82) (see Fig. 2 ). Next, the full real time data set can be analyzed by least-squares regression, and the thickness evolution of the two layers is extracted. Figure 3 shows a typical best fit result with the sample in the cell under water at t = 0 s, defined by the onset of etching. The deduced bulk and surface roughness layer thicknesses ( 4 = 8197 A, d s = 127 A) are in good agreement with those obtained from the starting surface outside the cell using artifact elimination analysis. Photon Energy (eV) The time evolution of the microscopic surface roughness layer thickness extracted in least squares regression analysis is given in Fig. 4 (top panel) . The initial values of {a\, d$) at t = 0 s are (8197 A, 127 A), as in Fig. 3 , and the final values are (7969 A, 232 A). All analyses of the microscopic roughness herein involve replacing the modulated surface with an effective layer having a 0.50/0.50 vol. fraction mixture of over-and under-lying materials. The dielectric function of the effective layer e e ff is deduced using the Bruggeman effective medium theory [4] :
Fig. 2: Dielectric function for the ZnO bulk layer extracted by artifact elimination analysis, which also provides bulk and surface roughness layer thicknesses (d b =8191 A, d s =127 A
where e a and ezno are the dielectric functions of the ambient medium and bulk ZnO layer, and fzno is the vol. fraction of ZnO in the roughness layer. This theory is valid as long as the surface structure scale is at least ~10 x less than the optical wavelength in the material, i.e., -50 nm or less. At larger surface microstructure scales, the concept of specular reflection with a roughnessdependent polarization change must be replaced with an alternative model to be described next.
Macroscopic roughness
The key feature of macroscopic roughness is non-specular scattering that becomes dominant when the in-plane roughness scale is within an order of X. This feature is modeled applying scalar diffraction and superposition of coherent beamlets [6] ; multiple scattering is not included. The loss of is-field amplitude from the specular beam due to single scattering events at multiple interfaces is taken into account using modified reflection and transmission coefficients: 1) is a ratio of reflection coefficients, isotropic scattering has little effect on (vj/pp, A pp ). Thus, to characterize the macroscopic roughness thickness defined by a s , the measured spectrum in the (1,1) Mueller matrix element, Mn, is analyzed. In fact, M\\ is the ratio of the irradiances in the specularly-reflected and incident beams when the incident beam is unpolarized. Thus, M\\ is the unpolarized specular reflectance, given for an isotropic sample by: M n = * u =^( | r P p | 2 + |r ss | 2 X
where ry designate the amplitude reflection coefficients of the full sample structure. In the analysis of (\|/ pp , App), the full sample microstructure and optical properties were extracted. This permits determination of {ry(0), /jj(O)} in Eqs. (4) , and ultimately a s by fitting to the measured spectra in R u . In effect, the measured spectrum in R u is lower than the spectrum predicted on the basis of a s = 0, i.e., assuming no macroscopic roughness and no scattering, and a s is readily extracted from the deficit. Figure 5 shows the excellent fits to the measured R u spectra at different times during ZnO etching, yielding values of a s = 45, 50, 127, and 175 A at t = 0, 108, 1188, and 1800 s, respectively. The time evolution of o s is shown in the center panel of Fig. 4 . Because random diffraction applies the principle of coherent superposition [6] , it fails for inplane scales of roughness greater than the lateral coherence length L c of the source. For the probe beam in this study L c ~ 10X ~ 5 urn. For roughness with an in-plane scale larger than L c , a model of incoherent superposition is required, as described next.
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Geometric optics scale roughness (nonuniformity)
Incoherent superposition generated by geometric optic scale roughness (or thickness nonuniformity) implies a non-random mixture of polarization states after reflection, i.e., pseudodepolarization. Thus, the measured Mueller matrix should be written as an average, weighted by fA(db)dd\>, the fraction of the probed sample area having a thickness between a\ and 4 + &d\>\
Thus, pseudo-depolarization also affects the (i|/ pp , A pp ) spectra as well as R n , through Eqs. (2a), (5) , and (6) . Because this effect is neglected, the ZnO bulk thickness deduced in the analysis of the microscopic roughness thickness (and used in the analysis of the macroscopic roughness layer thickness) represents an average value. In order to extract the geometric optics scale roughness distribution, a consistency check on the measured Mueller matrix is analyzed. This is preferred over simulating and fitting (\|/ pp , App) or R u , which depend primarily on the details of the average microscopic structure. This consistency check is given by [5] : Photon Energy (eV)
4.5
Because D v vanishes in the absence of depolarization, it is a sensitive indicator of geometric optical scale roughness. In predicting D p , a Lorentzian distribution in the ZnO bulk layer thickness is assumed over the area of a uniform probe beam, \.Q.,fx{dh) = (2a g /n)[4(db-<db>) 2 + ^y 1 , where a g is the FWHM and <db> is the average bulk thickness. Then the irradiance at the detector generated by each area element of a given thickness is summed, and the sum is Fourier analyzed to extract the predicted Mueller matrix and thus D p from Eqs. (7). Predicted and measured D p spectra are compared and the process is iterated in order to best fit the measured Z) p , using a g as a free parameter; however, <db> and d s are fixed at values from analysis of (\|/ pp , App). Figure 6 shows a comparison of the measured and best spectra inp = 1 -D p , which yields a g = 60 A at t = 1490 s, and Fig. 4 (bottom) shows the evolution of a g throughout etching.
Comparison with AFMandprofilometry Solid points in Fig. 4 represent root mean square (rms) roughness values from atomic force microscopy (AFM) and profilometry performed on the final etched ZnO of the real time optical study. A set of samples prepared under identical conditions, but measured after different etching times, was studied and these results also appear in Fig. 4 . For the microscopic and macroscopic rms values, 0.2 x 0.2 um 2 and 10x10 um AFM images were analyzed, respectively. To extract geometric optical scale roughness, 5 mm long profilometer scans were analyzed. Generally, good agreement is obtained in consideration of the lateral resolution of the instrumentation.
INTRODUCTION
Real time spectroscopic ellipsometry (RTSE) has been developed as an effective tool for the analysis and optimization of thin film materials and photovoltaic (PV) device structures. Extensive RTSE studies have been performed on hydrogenated amorphous and microcrystalline Si:H (a-Si:H and uc-Si:H) materials and structures that have successfully guided optimization procedures; however, few such studies have been reported on polycrystalline II-VTs or chalcopyrites [1] [2] [3] . Thus the full range of RTSE capabilities, including, for example, determination of (bulk layer)/(surface roughness layer) thickness evolution and bulk layer structural and compositional profiling, have yet to be exploited in these thin film PV technologies. In this study, rotating-compensator based RTSE has been implemented to analyze CdTe sputter deposition for thin film PV applications.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The design of the rotating-compensator multichannel ellipsometer used in this study is analogous to that first developed to study Si:H-based materials and solar cells [4] . This instrument provides the capability of collecting complete spectra (0.75 to 6.5 eV) in the ellipsometric angles (\j/, A) as an average over a minimum of two optical cycles in a time of (30.7 Hz)" 1 = 32 ms. Here, the spectra were collected in times from 2 to 3 s, as averages over -60 to 90 optical cycle pairs, respectively. During the acquisition time for one set of (y, A) spectra, a CdTe thickness of < 1 monolayer (2.6 A) accumulates at the maximum bulk layer deposition rate used in this study (-1.3 A/s). Analyses of all spectra apply an algorithm combining numerical inversion and least-squares regression [1] . The angle of incidence for RTSE was 65.3° -65.7°.
Magnetron sputtering of the polycrystalline CdTe thin films was performed at 36 -50 W power levels and 18 mTorr Ar pressure onto native oxide-covered crystalline silicon wafer and Mo-coated glass held at equilibrium temperature (T) settings of 130±9°C and 200±7°C. These settings were made with the substrate under vacuum before Ar gas introduction. Si substrates were used in nucleation studies due to their smoothness; thus, complications are avoided due to substrate surface roughness that evolves into interface roughness during overlying film growth. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Substrate temperature calibration
The first step in substrate temperature (T) calibration is performed before CdTe deposition. In this step, RTSE is applied to measure a Si substrate under high vacuum before sputtering gas introduction, while heating the wafer on the substrate holder from ~20°C to a nominal value of 300°C. (Nominal T is measured by a thermocouple placed above the holder at the window of a heater assembly, thus enabling substrate rotation during deposition.) The Si Ei and E2 critical point energies are determined versus nominal T by fitting each Si dielectric function at that value of T using a parabolic band approximation at the critical points. These experimental results, along with the known T-dependence of the critical point energies [5] , are used to establish a calibration relation between the true near-surface and nominal T values, appropriate when the latter is obtained with the sample under vacuum during heating. The second calibration step is performed after CdTe film deposition on the same Si substrate. The deposited CdTe film is first cooled and subsequently heated again under vacuum while measuring by RTSE. From each RTSE data set collected during heating, the Eo band gap energy of the CdTe is extracted and related to the true T value through the calibration relation established in the first step.
Figure l(a) shows the final results of the two-step calibration that allows one to extract the surface temperature of a CdTe film from a measurement of its Eo band gap. As an example of how these data can be used, the CdTe Eo gap was measured first during deposition and then 1/2 hour after deposition termination, which involved simultaneous evacuation of the sputtering gas from the chamber. This second measurement yielded a true near-surface temperature of 200°C, the same within error as that obtained under vacuum before the start of deposition from the relation of true and nominal T of the first calibration step. For the first measurement, however, the Eo gap was 5.8 meV higher than the second, just perceptible in Fig. l(b) , suggesting a temperature increase of 13°C upon deposition termination. This effect is due to changes in a complicated heat transfer process that is sensitive to the presence of the sputtering gas. In future studies with this calibration, transients in the surface temperature during the standard operating procedure can be determined, as these may have an impact on nucleation, as an example.
Nucleation and growth of CdTe: role of deposition process Figure 2 (a) shows the nucleation characteristics of a CdTe film prepared on native-oxidecovered Si at T=130°C (established under vacuum; see previous section). Here, some film accumulation (~0.2 ML/min) is observed in the time interval starting from 4 min, when the plasma is ignited for presputtering, up until 6 min, when the shutter is opened for deposition on the substrate. This film accumulation results from the incomplete blockage of incoming flux by the shutter and is interpreted using the Bruggeman effective medium theory in terms of a variable volume fraction f m of film material (i.e., the fractional area coverage) within a single monolayer thickness (assumed 3 A). After 6 min when the shutter is removed, the bulk film thickness db increases rapidly; however, the roughness, now modeled as a fixed 0.5/0.5 (bulk material)/(void) mixture, remains at the single monolayer level. Only after db > 60 A does the roughness thickness increase above 3 A. These observations are consistent with the Franck-van der Merwe (layer-by-layer) growth mode [6] in which case the total free energy combining the film/substrate interface with the film surface is less than the free energy of the starting substrate surface. This leads to a maximization of film/substrate interface area. Figure 2(b) shows the longer term thickness evolution of the bulk and surface roughness layers, demonstrating the determination of the bulk layer deposition rate (1.28 A/s) and the rapid development of roughness to ~ 80 A after 1300 A of bulk layer growth. The lower panels in Figs. 2(a) and (b) depict the time evolution of a E (t), a measure of the quality of the fit to the RTSE data, specifically an average over photon energy of the deviations between the data and the best fit values. The fact that CTE is nearly constant with time indicates a satisfactory fit.
